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Sunnytek & partners are very happy to offer
an energy recovery system for steam boilers.
Here we have a solution that take heat out of
chimney exhaust gases and convert the heat
to electricity and hot water. The solution use
a heat exchanger to remove heat from gases
of a temperature of 200-250 C and by an
ORC generator. We cab make electricity with
an efficiency of 10-12 % and also large about
of hot water useable in the process. The
ORC generator is based on Organic Rankin
Cycle and can operate down to 80C below
water boiling point and is a simple very
reliable design. Here we target applications
in tea industry and brewery in first step
where this is very profitable and waste water
is needed in process beside electricity.
Fully automatic and transparent operation
Cooperate with a grid / external power source
Only 2 moving components in turbine
10000-20000 hours service intervall
Use a heat exchanger on chimney gas flow
Gas temperature is 200-300C for exhaust gasses
Output temperature after exchanger 130C
Produce electricity and 50C hot water that
can be used in the process
* 1 MW hot gases produce 100 KW electricity
and 870 KW hot water of 50 C to use.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Sunnytek & partners have a local office in
Kericho Kenya in cooperation with Tealand
engineering.
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Tea factory Tea application use old style marine
boilers where the output exhaust gases are very
how and contains lots of energy. Boilers normally
have an efficiency of 65-70% and chimney handle
210-250C in temperature. Boilers are normally sized
3 -6 tons steam / hour at 180-190 C and 8-10 Bar in
pressure. Energy flux in boiler is often between 3-6
MW . With 70% efficiency we have losses of 30%
so 1.5-2 MW is here mostly diapering out in
nowhere through chimney. From this wee see
100-250KW can be a output range for an ORC
turbine installation on a single boiler .
Boiler fans and engines normally consume
40-80KW when boiler is operation so here we can
supply boiler power and more for other consumers.
100 KW electrical output as an example is about
700 000 KWH electricity per year at 7000 hours
operation. If we say power is USD 0.15/ KWH as a
typical value one ORC produce energy for USD 105
000 ea per year. This is then giving a short pay off
time and a very profitable investment. Payoff in
range of less 4 years is possible.
Hot water from ORC turbine can be used in the
factory. 870 KW of hot water at 50C is a lot.
One idea is to feed into the withering fan units to
make process faster and reduce need for steam.
Here we can seed all up with close to free heat . Old
boiler steam often have 50-100 meter long tubes
and is not veery efficient. 50C hot water in new high
efficiency tubing is here far cheaper and better.
An other idea is to
preheat air into
fermenting stage in
process or as
preheater for the large
dryer.
Or Maybe better to use heat to dry all the wood for boiler to get dry
faster and burn much better. Now water content in wood is high and
often 40 % inside logs. Can we dry wood to 20% by waste heat a
boiler can save the energy to heat 10-20 tons of water to gas per day
and boiler.
The installation is not very complex as chimney is cut off and a heat
exchanger module is installed here. ORC turbine can be some
meters away so installation is often not so complicated.
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